
ing cascade of moves and counter-moves similar to the
'precautionary' mobilizations of 1914.

The prevention of accidentai or inadvertent war is a
part of the common ground between the superpowers,
and they have signed a number of agreements designed
to reduce the risks. One of these was the Hotline
agreement of 1963 which established direct teletype
communications between Moscow and Washington.
In 1984, the US and the USSR agreed to upgrade the
Hotline by adding a facsimiie transmitter. This
equipment can scan a document and translate the print
into signais which can be transmitted by telephone and
reproduced as type at the other end.

The Accidentai Measures Agreement of 1971
includes piedges by the US and USSR to notify one
another of unauthorized use of nuclear weapons, of
ambiguous warnings that threaten to lead to nuclear
war, and of any test missile launches that go beyond the
home territory of the country performing the tests.
Under the Incidents at Sea Agreement of 1972, both
sides piedge to avoid dangerous actions on the high
seas, to adhere strictiy to the 'Rules of the Road,' and
not to simulate attacks on passing ships.

Two senators in the United States, Democrat Sam
Nunn and Republican Jack Warner, have promoted
the idea ofjointly manned risk-reduction centres in the
US and the Soviet Union. The purpose of these centres
wouid be to deal with ambiguous warnings, acts of
nuclear terrorism and other events that might trigger an
accidentai nuclear war. On 15 September 1987, Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze and US
Secretary of State George Schulz signed an agreement
outlining somne modest moves in this direction. Centres
will be set up in both capitals to exchange information
about upcoming missile launches, but they wiii not be
jointiy manned.

More generally, anaiysts are trying to suggest
guidelines for crisis prevention and strategies for better
management of the crises that do arise. In the excellent
survey entitled Hawks, Doves and Owls: An Agenda
for A voiding Nuclear War, the editors suggest ways to
better prepare civilian leaders for their crisis
management role:

Nuclear decision-makers often are not experts
on the subject. Many new politicai. appointees
with responsibilities related to nuclear weapons
arrive at their jobs with littie knowledge or
background in US-Soviet relations, nuclear
weapons affairs, or crisis decision-making ... it
would be useful to offer some compilation of
lessons leamned from the experience of forme&
officiais in similar positions of responsibiiity.
Active participation in crisis simulations can aiso
bie a valuable experience.' 5

CONCLUSION

The danger of accidentai or inadvertent nuclear war
is low during normal peacetime conditions but
increases during times of crisis when positive control,
the need to, respond rapidly to an attack, is at odds with
negative control - that is, the safeguards that prevent
the unauthorized or accidentai use of nuclear weapons.
The trade-offs between positive and negative control
will continue to pose problems in the future.

The risks shouid not be exaggerated but neither
should they be ignored. Accidentai nuclear war is a
'management' problem which requires careful analysis
and ongoing efforts at prevention. Some weapons
systems and some operational procedures increase the
dangers but there are ways of reducing the risks and
those are being explored.

This is an area where the interests of the two
superpowers coincide and there are encouraging signs
that the two wiil strive to find measures, both
unilateraiiy and in concert, to reduce the risk.
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